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FADE IN:

INT. ST.MONICA’S CHURCH - MORNING

Jack Wyvern’s AGENT, a haggard lady in business attire, 
stares at several movie posters situated around her late  
client.

The most prominent poster is for the film Gangsters. The tag 
line reads “In It For Life.” The poster displays a young Jack 
Wyvern as “Frankie Williams,” a noticeable gang tattoo on his 
forearm.

A FUNERAL HOME EMPLOYEE interrupts the moment by handing her 
a clipboard. 

FUNERAL HOME EMPLOYEE
You the funeral planner?

The agent signs the legal documents.

AGENT
I’m the funeral planner, I’m the 
agent, I’m even the goddamn 
eulogist.

She opens the casket and reveals an aged Jack Wyvern 
clutching several acting awards.

AGENT (CONT'D)
(scoffing)

Actors.

EXT. HEAVENLY PLAINS - MORNING

Heaven, it turns out, is a lush forest.  Jack Wyvern’s spirit 
materializes in a white robe next to some beautiful trees.

After realization of his situation kicks in, Jack smiles - he 
immediately falls to the ground and performs pushups.  

EXT. OUTSIDE HEAVENLY GATES - MORNING

Jack approaches the gates of heaven, denoted by a simple 
wooden sign. The gates themselves are equally unimpressive.  
Jack tries to hide his disappointment.

In front of the gate stands a uniformed GATEKEEPER, a rather 
friendly looking angel.  Behind him stands a stoic COURIER, a 
glorified delivery angel. 



GATEKEEPER
Welcome and congratulations on 
reaching the official Gates of 
Heaven.

The gatekeeper promptly shakes Jack’s hand. An awkward pause.  
Jack examines the area.

JACK 
Where are the clouds? The choirs of 
angels? Elvis?

GATEKEEPER
Right through this gate and over 
that hill. But first, you must sign 
the official Guest Book.

JACK
You don’t recognize me?

GATEKEEPER
I’m sorry.  Should I?

Jack bites his hand and signs the Guest Book. Afterwards, the 
gatekeeper places a specimen jar on top.

JACK
What’s this?

GATEKEEPER
A piss test, to test you for drugs 
and authenticate your DNA.

JACK
Are you serious?

GATEKEEPER
We have to verify your identity - 
heaven’s a hot ticket.

NEARBY, Jack reluctantly urinates in the cup.  

Afterwards, he hands the cup to the gatekeeper, who in turn 
hands it to the courier. He departs.  

The gatekeeper retrieves a tiny sky blue bag. 

GATEKEEPER (CONT'D)
While we’re waiting for your 
results, here is your heavenly gift 
bag, which includes several 
convenient amenities.
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The gatekeeper hands the bag to Jack. He riffles through it.

JACK
Sunscreen?

GATEKEEPER
There’s also some aviator 
sunglasses somewhere near the 
bottom.

EXT. HEAVEN’S CUSTOMS STATION - LATE MORNING

Upon reaching the station, the courier throws away the 
specimen jar in a nearby wastebasket.

He plunks away on a laptop computer underneath a canopy tent.  
He finishes Jack’s report.

First he smirks, then he smiles.

EXT. OUTSIDE HEAVENLY GATES - NOON

The courier returns with the report. He hands it to the 
gatekeeper, who examines it.  A BEAT. The gatekeeper looks 
inquisitively at the courier, who slightly nods his head.  

GATEKEEPER
(to Jack)

Well it seems there’s a slight 
problem.  According to customs, 
your DNA is already checked into 
heaven under the name Frankie 
Williams.

JACK
Wait, so you do know Frankie 
Williams? Earlier it seemed you 
didn’t.

GATEKEEPER 
Know him! He’s this outpost’s 
gardener.

(On a radio)
Hey Frankie! Get over here - we 
have an issue.

JACK
No, I think your confused. I once 
played a teenage gangster character 
in a movie named Frankie Williams.
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GATEKEEPER
On earth he might have been a 
gangster. Up here he’s a gardener.

JACK
He isn’t anything.  He doesn’t 
exist...

Jack is interrupted, however, when “Frankie” approaches the 
area - he is a spitting image of Jack’s younger self.

FRANKIE
What up?

JACK
(to the Gatekeeper)

Is this some kind of joke?

GATEKEEPER
No joke.  Mr. Williams checked in 
when he was shot on the witness 
stand nearly twenty years ago.

JACK
They killed my character at the end 
of that film. Don’t you watch 
movies?

GATEKEEPER
Not really.

JACK
If you knew anything, you would 
know that he doesn’t exist except 
on home video! Listen, I let all 
this other stuff slide, but I’m a 
Hollywood actor and a celebrity -  
I should be getting the god damn 
red carpet treatment right now!

The gatekeeper, Frankie, and the courier whistle lowly.

GATEKEEPER
Blasphemy doesn’t get you very far 
up here.

FRANKIE
(to the Gatekeeper)

May I?

GATEKEEPER
Certainly.
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FRANKIE
Listen. Jack is it? You sound 
stressed - that’s not the proper 
mentality in which to start 
eternity.  My advice? Just let go.  
Sit back, relax, and enjoy the 
ride.

Jack ignores him and speaks privately with the Gatekeeper.

JACK
I’m telling you this man is a 
character.

GATEKEEPER
Sure is, I’ve hung out with him 
before.

JACK
No, I mean he’s not flesh and 
blood.

GATEKEEPER
That’s right.  Up here we’re all 
soul.

The gatekeeper laughs and pats Jack on the back, pointing to 
a nearby waiting area.

JACK
Was that always over there?

GATEKEEPER 
Listen, I’m sorry about the mix up.  
Really I am.  But stuff like this 
happens some times - all we have to 
do is process your information at 
the appeals center.  It’s a little 
bit further away, but you can wait 
in the designated area. 

EXT. WAITING AREA - MIDDAY

Jack sits awkwardly next to a COWBOY. The cowboy is one of a 
few obvious “characters” occupying several benches. He calmly 
whittles a stick.

After a while, Jack gets the courage to elbow his neighbor.

JACK
How long have you been waiting for?
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COWBOY
9 years, 7 months, and 16 days...

Jack’s reaction is shock and horror. His face loses all color 
as he slumps in his chair.

EXT. A SHORT DISTANCE AWAY - MIDDAY

Jack paces frantically - his nerves shaken. A few moments 
later, he spots a shirtless Frankie exiting the gates with 
his gardening gear. 

Clearly visible on Frankie’s arm is his gang tattoo, seen 
earlier on the poster. A BEAT. Jack gets an idea...

EXT. SOMEWHERE IN HEAVEN - EARLY AFTERNOON

The gift bag lies empty on the ground, its contents strewn 
about. Jack clutches a pen and carefully draws a replica of 
the Frankie’s tattoo on his arm.

Once done, he blows it dry.

EXT. FRANKIE’S GARDENING AREA - AFTERNOON

Jack confronts Frankie while he trims bushes alongside the 
fence. He approaches him cautiously - the courier watches 
Jack’s every move from a distance.

JACK
Listen...  

FRANKIE
What do you want?

JACK
I just wanted to apologize for 
earlier - I was a little out of 
sorts. I guess dying threw me a tad 
off balance.

FRANKIE
Glad to hear you are finally 
talking sense. I mean, you were 
going off like a crazy person 
earlier.

JACK
I know, I know. But I don’t regret 
the meeting, and I’ll show you why.
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Jack pulls up his sleeve and reveals his gang tattoo. Frankie 
is taken aback, and instinctively covers his.

FRANKIE
What’s that?

JACK
Oh, I think you know.

Frankie starts to walk away, but Jack reels him back.

JACK (CONT'D)
Listen! We were brothers under arms 
when we were alive.

FRANKIE
Alive being the key word. So what, 
maybe we were...what do you want?

JACK
You’ve got to help me get in to 
heaven so I can find someone who 
knows what’s going on.

FRANKIE
No way.

JACK
Do you think allegiances just fade 
away when you die? That oath you 
pledged was eternal.

FRANKIE
Listen, I’m reformed. I testified 
against the others in what turned 
out to be a very climatic moment in 
my life - they tell me that’s how I 
got up here...by the skin of my 
teeth.

Jack enters into an impassioned speech.

JACK
Man, listen to yourself. You used 
to be beautiful. I heard stories of 
the jobs you pulled, all the way 
out in Milwaukee. I also heard 
about how you cracked under 
pressure, and I thought alright, 
police can do it to a man.  
Everyone’s got their breaking 
point. I understand it, I feel you.
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Jack takes a dramatic breath.

JACK (CONT'D)
But to not help out a brother in 
need - that’s just shameful. Plus, 
look at yourself. Your a gardener 
for Christ’s sake. If you did help 
me figure this all out, you would 
probably get a Good Samaritan 
promotion or something.

FRANKIE
You think so?

JACK
I know so.

FRANKIE 
Let’s say I did help you - the odds 
aren’t in out favor.  See, it’s two 
verse two right now, but they’re 
angels, and I don’t know how that 
species handles a fight.

JACK
Is there anytime they separate?

FRANKIE
Every morning the gatekeeper goes 
to pick up supplies for this 
outpost - more gift bags.

JACK
Alright, here’s the plan...

EXT. OUTSIDE HEAVENLY GATES - THE NEXT MORNING

The next day, Jack plays poker with the cowboy, biding his 
time.

When the gatekeeper departs, Jack smiles and lays down three 
aces.

JACK
Three of a kind.

The cowboy frowns as he reexamines his hand of two aces.

COWBOY
Where did you say you got this 
deck?
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JACK
The gift bag.  Why?

(Standing up)
You calling me a cheat!

Jack shoves the cowboy. He shoves him back a little harder...

INT. INSIDE HEAVENLY GATES - CONTINUOUS

On the inside of the gate, the courier notices the “fight” 
and unlocks the gate in order to establish control.

But Frankie, previously in bush camouflage, jumps out and 
places the courier in a choke hold.

FRANKIE
Real sorry about this.

EXT. OUTSIDE HEAVENLY GATES - CONTINUOUS

Jack pushes the cowboy aside and takes the opportunity to 
enter freely into heaven’s borders.

INT. INSIDE HEAVENLY GATES - CONTINUOUS

Once inside, Jack runs past Frankie.

FRANKIE
What! Wait for me!

Jack ignores him and continues to run up the hill.

FRANKIE (CONT'D)
Son of a bitch!

Frankie drops the courier and runs after Jack.  He quickly 
catches up and restrains the struggling actor.

Meanwhile, the gatekeeper returns and stands above the fallen 
courier. He playfully shakes his head and helps him up.  

They eventually catch up to Jack and Frankie up the hill.  
Jack is busy holding Frankie hostage with his robe tie - its 
tightly looped around his neck. 

FRANKIE (CONT'D)
Get me the fuck out of here!

The gatekeeper and courier are taken aback.
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GATEKEEPER
That language just isn’t 
appropriate in heaven.

JACK
Shut up!

Jack’s eyes go wild as he holds on to Frankie.

JACK (CONT'D)
He’s not real, he’s a character!

GATEKEEPER
Man, you’re like a broken record!  
Character, actor, character, 
actor...

COURIER
Just let it go.

The gatekeeper nods his head. A BEAT. Jack lets Frankie go.

EXT. OUTSIDE HEAVENLY GATES - AFTERNOON

Frankie and Jack sit awkwardly in the waiting area. At the 
gates, the courier and the gatekeeper are in the middle of a 
seemingly serious discussion.

A little while later, the gatekeeper approaches Frankie.

GATEKEEPER
Frankie, you were a questionable 
entry to begin with, what with your 
troubled background. We’ve been 
discussing it, and your behavior as 
a hostage was just not becoming of 
a citizen of heaven. We’re going to 
have to revoke your status, at 
least for a little while. Heaven 
can hold a pretty long grudge...

Frankie protests, but the gatekeeper holds his hand up - his 
decision is final. 

Frankie stares daggers at Jack, who slips off the bench and 
confronts the gatekeeper on his walk back to the gate.

JACK
So...what now? Is there room for 
me?

Unfortunately, the gate closes in Jack’s face.
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EXT. FAR OUTSIDE THE HEAVENLY GATES - NIGHT

Both Frankie and Jack are expelled from heaven; they sit 
around a camp fire. Together, they recite a scene from On The 
Waterfront.

JACK
I always had a bet down for you. 
You saw some money.

FRANKIE
See! You don’t understand!

JACK
I tried to keep you in good with 
Johnny.

FRANKIE
You don’t understand! I could’ve 
been a contender. I could’ve had 
class and been somebody. Real 
class.  Instead of a bum, let’s 
face it, which is what I am. It was 
you, Charlie.

JACK
Okay - I’ll tell him...I...

(breaking character)
I’m sorry.  I need to take to take 
a break.

Jack sits down on a nearby log.

FRANKIE
Not this again.  Listen, you owe 
me. Heaven had satellite; I had 
over 300 channels in there before 
you screwed everything up. Now its 
your job to keep me entertained for 
the time being, and vice versa.

Jack looks at Frankie with disgust.

FRANKIE (CONT'D)
Now from the top.

FADE TO BLACK.
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The Filmmaker’s Journey 

Pre-Production: 

 The pre-production process began a year ago.  In the summer of 2008, I 

anticipated my capstone by delving heavily into film theory.  I wanted to know the rules 

of my intended profession.  Story by Robert McKee offered the most helpful instruction.  

In his how-to book, McKee dissects screenwriting like no other (the book is nicknamed 

“The Screenwriter’s Bible” amongst professionals).   He explains the importance of form 

and structure; “structure is a selection of events...that is composed into a strategic 

sequence to arouse specific emotions and to express a specific view of life” (McKee 33).  

McKee taught me the craft of screenwriting and an increased knowledge of structure had 

a profound effect on my story telling abilities, improving them drastically.      

 I wrote five story treatments that summer, each very different, but all inspired.  

After showing them to professors, I chose Destination: Heaven based on feedback.  It is 

the story of a dead film actor who ironically bumps into his most famous character (a 

spitting image of his younger self) in Heaven.  The idea of an actor encountering his dead 

character has been in my head for a while.  I have always been a fan of John Wayne, and 

used to imagine what it would be like if he encountered all his characters in heaven.  I 

pictured them riding across the ethereal plains in confusion: an army of Dukes, each one 

tougher than the next.  Using McKee’s methods, I was able to cohesively structure my 

story with all the excitement of the original thought. 

 In the fall, I wrote a script based on the story treatment.  Screenplays are different 

than novels.  There is less emphasis on lengthy prose than on succinct action and 

dialogue that function to further the story; “long paragraphs of detailed text can be 
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taxing” in a screenplay (Garfinkel 49).  I essentially became a word minimalist, only 

writing what was necessary to tell the immediate story, a practice that helps maintain fast 

paced plots and audience interest.  

Production: 

 Filming took place over a single weekend at a friend’s cabin in Payson.  They had 

a neat looking gate and my friend had only one condition of use: that she be allowed to 

cook the meals.  She is an excellent friend.  Without her help, I would have been lost.  

 Production has always been difficult for me.  I have never been good directing 

people on set; something about it disagrees with me.  Maybe it’s my reclusive personality 

and my reluctance to boss people.   Whatever the reason, I realized long ago that I should 

always have a third party direct my work.  Like Charlie Kaufman before me, I appreciate 

an objective director to helps filter my thoughts.  I still offered many creative suggestions 

to Will (my director), however.  It was my idea to include a water cooler in Heaven’s 

outdoor waiting room.  I believed it made for a better punch line and Will agreed.  Other 

times Will disagreed with me, like when I told him the gatekeeper should be played by a 

male.  Will cast a female and in retrospect it was a sound decision.  The film would have 

been far too masculine if populated solely by males.   

 Great collaboration is key to any production.  It takes many people to make even a 

student film, as evident by the lengthy credits. Principal photography was long and 

arduous, but our crew prospered.  I am eternally grateful for all my friends and family 

who helped fill vital roles that weekend.  They continue to teach me the importance of 

teamwork in the filmmaking process – an important lesson in the years to come. 
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Post Production: 

 Second to screenwriting, editing is my favorite part of filmmaking.  It is the art of 

piecing together shots in a well-articulated manner.  In many ways, editing is similar to 

writing (Murch 26).  Both are a construction of story.  Writing uses words, editing uses 

images.  A well-edited scene should feel somewhat like a well-written chapter.   

 There were countless versions of this film before picture lock.  The whole process 

spanned the entire spring semester, starting with the first rough cut in January.  It is 

important to be hard-skinned when showing edits.  Most people are hurtfully honest when 

it comes to nonsensical footage, dialogue, and edits.  Even if it worked in the script, it 

doesn’t necessarily work in the film.  If one compares the final film with the script, they 

will notice several missing lines of dialogue, edited out because they were 

counterproductive to a seamless story.   

 The key to editing (in my humble opinion) is short spurts of intense editing, 

buffered with periods of rest.  That allows me to continuously look at footage with fresh 

eyes and most like a first time audience member, allowing me to edit objectively.  Being 

objective is extremely important.  If one becomes too infatuated with their footage, they 

refuse to act in the best interest of the story.  It all goes back to story. 

   By the end of the editing process, I could literally play the film in my head.  I 

began to make successful edits while in the shower.  This calmed me.  I began to believe 

I had a firm handle on the film, and that extra burst of confidence allowed me to complete 

Destination: Heaven, in my opinion a relativity good film and a great example of my 

filmmaking abilities learned here at the University of Arizona – in short, a worthy 

capstone. 
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Abstract 

 

 Hard word and diligence pay off.  After noticing my commitment to Destination: 

Heaven, the School of Media Arts asked me early this semester to film a trailer 

advertising our senior BFA screening.  They told me it would run on You Tube and at 

The Loft Cinema.  This was a huge honor, and I realized hard work usually begets 

success.   

 After another intense period of production, I created a trailer that seems to work 

quite nicely.  It is a homage to Dziga Vertov’s Man With A Movie Camera (1929) and 

features my friend and cinematographer, Sheldon Smith, filming daily life in Tucson.  

The experience was wonderful.  Shooting on film (provided by the School) allowed me a 

greater appreciation of my art.  Along with Destination: Heaven, the trailer was a great 

way to end my four years of study at the University of Arizona, further motivating to 

aspire for great things. 

 

*A copy of the trailer has been included with the Destination: Heaven DVD for your 

viewing pleasure. 
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